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Trim Healthy Mama FORGET ABOUT Fads! For Women OF MOST Ages And Phases! By Pearl
Barrett & Serene Allison. A Common Sense Guide TO FULFILL Your Cravings And Energize Your
Life. Over 250 Dishes, Proven Methods to Lose Weight, How to Balance your Hormones, How
exactly to Re-fire your Metabolism, Make your Skin Glow, Ignite Relationship Intimacy, Simple but
Effective FITNESS PLAN.) Answers for Postmenopausal Ladies. (for Pregnant Mothers too!
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It REALLY works! It is about being HEALTHY, as a person. As soon as I had them memorized the
program itself was pretty much a breeze.)This book isn't just about meals. It changed my life, by
God's grace! I've dropped 105 pounds upon this plan alone, it took 13 months and I had taken a
break from weight loss for a healthy being pregnant but I did so reach my goal fat and have been
keeping (all while staying upon this plan) for a number of months now.I really like that God is at the
center of this book because He's the only reason I have already been capable to lose all this weight
and We am SO thankful! Love this! Also, i am etc board with not doubling through to fuels for my
body. I got NEVER thought of making my own before.. I like the comprehensive explanations and
their conversational tone of the, their first book. The plan makes sense and is definitely easy to
check out. I am slowly incorporating their adjustments. This is simply not a specialty diet and does
not require too many unusual ingredients. The program makes sense and can be . It's either Protien
and fats-S food or proteins and carbs-E meal, not really carbs and fats jointly. I was so excited that
I possibly could finally have a dark, salted chocolate that i want to control the sweetness. I an
truthfully say the new version is better as the recipes appear to be actual recipes and include
measurements, etc. I'm glad I've this edition for the quality recipes that the new cookbook doesn't
consist of, but I'm also pleased I didn't pay full price for it (I bought it utilized from an Amazon
reseller).. This. The glycemic and carb conscious way of living is what I've required all along. It really
is slowly healing my metabolism and curing the addiction to sugars and starchy carbs with delicious
microwave fast whole meals foods and desserts sweetened with organic no calorie goodness.
Down nearly 30lbs and carrying on once and for all! Excellent Reserve with Excellent Information I
bought Trim Healthy Mama over this past year. I like the comprehensive explanations for their diet
program. Greatest chocolate ever, in my life. Big deal there!!!My husband's A1C amounts dropped
so significantly in six months that his doctor took him off the majority of his diabetes medicine. Don't
allow the title fool you: it's great for Daddy's health too!I find the tale style of the book to end up
being intriguing. If you are on a budget and new to the program, proceed with the Trim Healthy
Table book where the plan can be summarized in the initial section and accompanied by lots of
great recipes. I appreciate the task they have done researching out the concepts the book
gives.Trim Healthy Mama advocates a good rounded, healthy entire foods eating way of life while
providing allowance for our busy existence schedules. There are many options for those who want
to stick to baking their own breads, while giving options for people who want to buy them. There
are suggestions to help the people who grow their personal food, in addition to suggestions to help
introduce fruit and veggies to families who haven't been too keen on them during the past. And
there exists a chocolate recipe. I have dropped over 40 pounds and been down 5 skirt sizes. Good
I actually own the newer version of this reserve and the cookbook but this specific version of the
reserve has recipes that are not in the new cookbook.. They compose as though they are chatting
with you within their living room. They each have areas of women's health that resonates within their
hearts that they wrote about and contained in the reserve, from vitamin supplements to hormones
to exercise. They both, simply, bared their souls about the health issues that they had that lead
them to write this book. Many husbands will end up being big advocates of THM when they realize
that marital intimacy is addressed as well. ; I cannot recommend this highly more than enough to
people! It took me in regards to a month to learn what foods to consume and when. I like the in
depth explanations and their conversational tone of . Life-changing. We have both lost and kept off
15 Ibs, but even better, most of my aches and pains and endless sinus infections have
disappeared. Love this!I like how each sister also addressed existence problems she had and what
she did to recover from them. Some individuals prefer the condensed edition in the latest book, Trim
Healthy Desk. I love the way the sisters each provide a perspective in the publication that reflects



her very own food style choices. However, I went back and bought this reserve afterwards, and I
am happy I did. My husband and I jumped in and we haven't looked back. Lots of info, which isn't
necessarily too bad... I love the book, but Let me just get to the dietary plan (started) but im having
to read about 200 pgs first. Id rather start to see the plan on a few pages and then read about it.
Four Stars Good book. Good information - requires a commitment to improve your eating habits
The book explains everything at length, you have to be prepared to change your eating habits and
stick with it. It took me about a month to read, there is so much information to take. I began making
small changes while reading the book, 1st with eggs for breakfast.. It can offer a large amount of
good recommendations and quality recipes. Also, I recommend the stevia powder focus they sell.
Five Stars Great Great gift This book is a life changer Wow, not at all what I anticipated. Their
moonshine recipe with added strawberry extract allowed me to give up MtDew(big offer for me).
Would be a 4, but I came across it very restricting. Quality of Product Helpful Five Stars My child
loves it and thinks everyone should go this path to eat, cook, etc. I add 1/2 tsp for a gallon of tea,
yes tsp.
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